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Shot In The Dark
Ozzy Osbourne

Shot in the Dark - Ozzy Osbourne
Tabbed by: jonathan_5150  

Metaljunkie22 s tab helped me a lot, so I d like to put him in here so he can
get some credit. This took me a long time, don t forget to rate, thanks ahead
of time.

Tuning: 1/2 Step Down

[Chords]
Bm    = X2443X       F# = 244322
Bsus2 = X2442X       D  = XX0320
G     = 320033       C  = X32010
A11/G = 3X0020

Bm         Bsus2       Bm           Bsus2
Out on the street, I m stalking the night
G
I can hear my heavy breathing.
Bm           Bsus2       Bm           Bsus2
Paid for the kill but it doesn t seem right
G
Something there I can t believe in.

G          A11/G        G         A11/G
Voices are calling from inside my head
Bm         Bsus2 Bm         Bsus2
I can hear them, I can hear them.
G         A11/G       G                A11/G
Vanishing memories of things that were said
F#
They can t try to hurt me now.

      Bm          Bsus2 Bm Bsus2
But a shot in the dark 
G   D     Bm   C    
one step  away from you
       Bm          Bsus2 Bm Bsus2
Just a shot in the dark
G      D        Bm C
always creeping up on you
  Bm
Alright.

Bm            Bsus2       Bm          Bsus2
Taught by the powers that preach over me



G
I can hear their empty reason
Bm         Bsus 2   Bm             Bsus2
I wouldn t listen I learned how to fight
G
I opened up my mind to treason

G                 A11/G       G             A11/G
But just like the wounded and when it s too late
Bm      Bsus2     Bm      Bsus2
They ll remember, they ll surrender
G       A11/G         G          A11/G
Never a care for that people who hate
F#
Underestimate me now
      
      Bm          Bsus2 Bm Bsus2
But a shot in the dark 
G   D     Bm   C    
one step  away from you
       Bm          Bsus2 Bm Bsus2
Just a shot in the dark
G      D        Bm C
always creeping up on you
  Bm
Alright.

G                 A11/G       G             A11/G
But just like the wounded and when it s too late
Bm      Bsus2     Bm      Bsus2
They ll remember, they ll surrender
G       A11/G        G          A11/G
Never a care for the people who hate
F#
Underestimate me now
    
      Bm          Bsus2 Bm Bsus2
But a shot in the dark 
G   D     Bm   C    
one step  away from you
       Bm          Bsus2 Bm Bsus2
Just a shot in the dark
G      D        Bm C
always creeping up on you
  Bm
Alright.

Bm          Bsus2
Just a shot in the dark
G
Just a shot in the dark
B           Bsus2
Just a shot in the dark



G
Just a shot in the dark

And that s it! One thing though, in the verses you can play it in a more
complex way, but the chord names were like wtf, so I didn t want to include
it, anyways, it goes like this:

[Extra chords]
Gmaj7/B    = X20032
G6addC#/B  = X20020
G6/D       = XX0000

Bm         Bsus2       Bm           Bsus2
Out on the street, I m stalking the night
      Gmaj7/B G6addC#/B  G6/D  G
I can hear my hea    -   vy    breathing.
Bm           Bsus2       Bm           Bsus2
Paid for the kill but it doesn t seem right
          Gmaj7/B G6addC#/B  G6/D   G
Something there   I          can t  believe in.

And just do the same with the second verse, and there you go.


